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Investigation of brake squeal and the influence of the abutment faces
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Abstract: This paper demonstrates the influence of the trailing end of the piston, or inboard, pad on the propensity of a brake to generate audible squeal. The unique technique was employed to measure the dynamic centre of pressure at the pad/disc interface during a normal braking operation. This novel technique uses an embedded pressure sensitive film within the pad. The paper also presents the co-planar analysis of the pad/caliper contact regions and its influence on the position of the disk/pad “Centre of Pressure” (CoP). The analysis shows how the trailing end of the piston pad influences the position of the CoP and goes on to explain why the centre moves as the pad abutment vibrates against the abutment. The paper includes additional work with a 12 piston opposed caliper where the initial CoP may be varied both along the pad and radially. Results show a very definite movement of the centre of pressure as the brake pressure is increased.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over 20 years ago brake noise was described as fugitive in nature – it was unpredictable. That statement is as true today as it was then which gives some idea of our advances in understanding the problem. Noise may be “fixed” in a number of ways but the term “fix” means repair, mend or patch-up. The solution is not applicable to another system and possibly not another frequency on the same brake. The “fix” is often derived from many tried and tested “fixes” and once found the industry moves on to the next problem, not questioning why the “fix” worked.

Most brake noise researchers will have inserted a screwdriver into the brake to see if they can stop the noise – and often they can.

Figure 1 – Caliper with spring connecting caliper and carrier bracket.
Levering the caliper against the carrier bracket often makes a difference and springs are introduced to give the same effect. Such a spring is shown in Figure 1. Pushing the screwdriver between the pad abutments also has some effect but transposing this to a practical and economical design modification can prove difficult. Using some low friction grease at the pad abutments and the cylinder/pad interface also has some effect but may cause issues if it transfers to the braking faces. Noise fix shims also provide a solution at the high frequencies, their introduction being to damp out the system vibrations. Added mass to the pad backplates and the carrier fingers also prove useful in some cases but once introduced the modification remains as part of the design, forever. It takes a brave designer to remove a “fix”.

Other characteristics of brake noise are that it occurs at the lower speeds, when the car is cruising to a stop, but the frequency is independent of speed. Noise is most predominant at the lower pressures, under light braking conditions. It also tends to occur more as the braking force is being reduced – as the driver eases off the brake. In addition the frequency will alter slightly as the pressure increases or decreases and will eventually cease if the braking force is increased too high. All these are observable by the driver, and researcher.

Most fixes are implemented around the pad area, and not only because that area is most easy to change, it’s because the greatest effect is found there.

It may be shown [1] that in all cases of disc brake noise, the dynamic noise frequency may be related directly to the out-of-plane free mode vibration characteristic of the disc – the diametrical modes. In addition it will be shown that in all cases of brake noise the pad also vibrates. In general noise is related to the friction pair of disc and pad. What one must remember is that in the case of the sliding fist type caliper the carrier bracket needs also to be considered.

It is generally accepted that the higher the coefficient of friction at the pad/disc interface, the greater the tendency will be for the brake to promote noise, hence the saying “a noisy brake is a good brake”. This increase in friction coefficient increases the pad/disc interface force for a given pressure, which in turn results in a greater braking torque. What it does not explain is why there is a greater tendency for the disc to be excited in an out-of-plane mode as a result of this increased braking torque; or that the disc will tend to vibrate with a diametrical mode order. The many experiments of pin on disc [2] and similar work by Earles et. al. [3-5] showed that a spragging affect could cause instability resulting in a variable lateral force on the disc, if the sprag angle equated to the interface friction coefficient [6]. The mechanism was represented by a semi-rigid strut which was inclined to a rubbing surface and pushed horizontal to the surface. When the inclination angle was set at the “sprag angle” of \( \tan^{-1} \mu \) or greater the strut would “dig-in”.

The normal force to the rubbing surface would then increase until flexure of the system allowed a secondary strut arrangement to be established whereby the sprag angle was reduced, the normal force would reduce and the strut would then continue to slide. Clearly because of the construction of the test rig, and the in-built flexibility of the members, the system was able to establish more than one sprag angle for it to work. The caliper is a similar system with a multiple of “sprag angles” and it is this mechanism in relation to the coefficient of friction at the pad/disc interface which this paper examines.

2. MAIN SECTION

2.1 Historical

It is known that a brake disc will vibrate with a diametrical mode of vibration as shown in Figure 3, whereas a pad will exhibit either a bending or torsional mode as shown in Figure 4.

When a brake system generates noise the disc will exhibit a diametrical mode of vibration and the pad will also vibrate at the abutment faces as shown in Figure 5. The disc may also exhibit a coupled in-plane mode and this should not be disregarded in any investigation/analysis as such coupling is often related to noise.
Figure 3 – Left, a disc vibrating in a diametrical mode of vibration. Right, a holographic reconstruction showing the fringe pattern.

Figure 4 – Top, Holographic reconstruction of a pad bending mode of vibration. Middle, Diagrammatic representation of the bending mode. Bottom, Holographic reconstruction of a pad torsional mode of vibration.

Figure 5 – Modes of vibration and associated trailing end of the pad vibrations.

The arrangement and vibration characteristics are such that the abutment face(s) experience(s) two forces, a normal force due to the disc/pad interface braking load and a lateral force due to the pad vibration. It must be noted that disc in-plane vibration may effect the pad abutment force. The force arrangement may vary dependant on the type/design of pad. For a combined abutment, the temperature and braking load may be important – a single abutment being established before the temperatures and braking force (causing the system to flex) before the second abutment makes contact. Such detail may account for noise occurring during light braking and only on a cold morning.

3.0 ANALYSIS

3.1 Co-Planar Analysis

Figure 6 shows a trailing pad abutment arrangement and Figure 7 the variation in the abutment force over a full cycle, starting at minimum pad displacement. This force will be influenced by the \( \mu/\)velocity interface friction coefficient characteristic and as such only a nominal gradient is shown in the graph. The least
abutment force will be at maximum velocity which is at minimum pad displacement. The extreme of pad displacement will be maximum force as abutment velocity differential is zero. The interface force then reverses direction. If a co-planar analysis is performed, and considering the reaction force “R” to be varying due to the pad cyclical and reversing abutment force.

![Free body diagram of brake pad assuming co-planar frictional forces and differing abutment arrangements.]

**Figure 6** - Free body diagram of brake pad assuming co-planar frictional forces and differing abutment arrangements.

Or

\[
\frac{N}{R} = (1 \pm \mu \mu_2) \quad (1)
\]

Furthermore, by taking moments about the abutment face “A”, equilibrium will be attained if:

\[
\mu R t + Na = Rc
\]

that is

\[
\frac{N}{R} = \frac{(c - \mu t)}{a}
\]

or

\[
c = a \frac{N}{R} + \mu t
\]

Substituting for N/R from equation (1) gives

\[
c = a(1 \pm \mu \mu_2) + \mu t \quad (2)
\]

where

- \( \mu \) = Disc/pad interface friction coefficient.
- \( \mu_2 \) = Pad abutment friction coefficient
- \( t \) = thickness of pad

and

If the offset of the resultant force “R” to the piston force “N” (c minus a) is \( \delta \) then from equation (2):

\[
\delta = (c - a) = [a(1 \pm \mu \mu_2) + \mu t] - a
\]

\[
\delta = \mu t \pm a \mu \mu_2
\]

(3)

Such analysis is supported by other researchers who have observed that noise propensity reduces as the pad wears [7].

Typically for a high aspect ratio pad

- \( a = 70\text{mm} \)
- \( \mu = 0.4 \)
- \( \mu_2 = 0.25 \) (Steel on steel)
- \( t = 15\text{mm} \)

\[
\delta = 6.8 \pm 7
\]

\[
\delta = \pm \text{13.8mm to -0.2mm}
\]

and as \( \mu_2 \) tends to zero the offset tends to + 6.8mm (\( \mu t \)), leading.

If \( \mu = 0.5 \) and all other parameters remain the same

\[
\delta = 7.5 \pm 8.75
\]

\[
\delta = \pm \text{16.25mm to -1.25mm}
\]

With reference to Figure 8
Figure 8 – Sprag angle ($\theta$) relates to the disc/pad friction coefficient where $\theta = \tan^{-1} \mu$.

\[
\tan \theta = \mu = \frac{\text{offset}}{h}
\]

giving

\[
h = \frac{\text{offset}}{\mu}
\]

from equation (2) this gives

\[
h = t \pm a \mu^2
\]

so for the given parameters with $\mu^2 = 0.25$ and considering only the positive as possible:

\[
h = 32.5 \text{mm}
\]

If this height “h” can be related to the brake geometry (for this size of pad), and it is known that noise is an issue, then spragging effect may be the source of noise and may be avoided at the design stage.

3.2 Experimental Investigation of Imposed Offset Centre of Pressure

Earlier experimental investigations on the caliper shown in Figure 1 [8] were carried out to examine the noise propensity of the brake to generate noise with a varying centre of pressure offset. This was undertaken by varying the contact position between the piston and piston pad by using a 0.75mm diameter silver steel wire inserted between the piston face and pad backplate as shown in Figure 9. The offset of the wire was varied 18mm either side of the piston centre, generally in increments of 6mm but in increments of 3mm at critical points. The noise magnitude was recorded at each setting over a range of temperatures and pressures. The test variable parameters were therefore the wire offset, the disc surface temperature and the system pressure with the measured results being the frequency of noise generated, the amplitude and the duration.

A typical set of results from such a test is shown in Figure 10 as a 3D representation and Figure 11 as a 2D. The noise level equivalent ($L_{eq(tot)}$) was calculated to overcome issues of intermittent noise and to provide a single value for one position, for all pressures. It may be seen that with a leading offset of between 12mm and 15mm the system generally generated noise regardless of temperature, the more stable situations being obtained with a zero or trailing offset arrangement. It was further observed that as the temperature reduced, with a resulting increase in coefficient of friction, the critical offset changes from 12mm at 120°C ($\mu = 0.5$ to 0.6) towards 15mm at 60°C ($\mu = 0.6$ to 0.7).

Figure 9 - Diagram showing position of wire to offset contact between piston and pad

Figure 10 – Offset/ Noise Magnitude ($L_{eq(tot)}$) for a Range of Temperatures

These values compare favourably with the above analyses where the offset “$\delta$” was calculated to be from 13.8 ($\mu = 0.4$) to 16mm ($\mu = 0.5$).
3.3 Case Study

Test Rig Validation - This relation between sprag angle and observation center of pressure (as determined by pad wear) was evaluated against a commercial disc brake as indicated in Figures 12 and 13. The coefficient of friction, $\mu$, for these tests is quoted by the brake manufacturers as 0.34.

The distance from the disc face to the caliper mounting bracket face is 37.5mm. This is mounted to an adaptor 26mm thick as shown in Figure 12. The pad is shown in figure 14 with the wear pattern in Figure 15. The pad length was about 200mm and thickness 40mm.

Based on the equation (3)

$$\delta = \mu t \pm a \mu \mu_2$$

then for this pad and friction (assuming $\mu_2$)

$$\delta = (0.34 \times 40) + 100 \times 0.25 \times 0.34$$
\[ \delta = 22.1 \text{mm} \]

Compare to wear pattern in Figure 15 where offset was 23mm.

and from

\[ h = t \pm \mu_2 \]

then in this case

\[ h = 40 \pm 100 \times 0.25 \]

\[ h = 62.5 \text{mm} \]

Compare to distance shown in Figure 12 where combined offset was 63.5mm.

3.4 In-plane considerations

If the resultant disc/pad interface force varies according to the equation, \[ R = N \pm \mu_2 R \], then the braking force and pad abutment force will also vary according to the equation \[ \mu R = \mu (N \pm \mu_2 R) \]. If this is the case then there will be an in-plane cyclical braking/abutment force at the same frequency as the pad vibration. This may result in an in-plane movement of the pad and its abutment face.

\[ \mu = \frac{22.1}{23} \]

Using a time series of holograms of the 10,750 Hz mode of vibration, as shown in Figure 16, it was possible to analyse the displacement of the edge of the disc (as seen in the top and right hand images). This allowed the in-plane vibration of the disc to be establish, as shown in Figure 18.

\[ h = 62.5 \text{mm} \]

Figure 17 – Similar trailing finger displacement shown with 3 and 5 diametrical modes of vibration.

Figure 18 – In-plane vibration of the edge of the disc as shown in Figure 16. Note the upper (outboard edge) displaces more than the lower (inboard) edge. Probably due to finger stiffness.

Figure 18 shows the outboard edge of the disc moving more than the inboard edge. As such the “neutral axis” is off centre as shown. This asymmetry is probably due to the flexure of the trailing finger.

4.0 DISCUSSION

The work has shown that it is possible to calculate the anticipated offset of the reaction “R” from the calliper piston force “N” using a basic co-planar analysis. The analysis demonstrates that if the pad vibrates then the reaction force will need to oscillate along the pad if equilibrium is to be maintained. Two case studies confirm the calculations but many more would be needed to fully understand the relationship between the various friction parameters, pad dimensions and the calliper mounting geometry.
The philosophy and analysis does answer many of the observed noise characteristics:

- Noise disappears as pressure is increased. Reason is because the pad ceases to vibrate.
- Lubrication on the abutment tends to cure noise. Reason, the variable abutment oscillating force goes to zero and the resulting offset does not give a spragging angle.
- Nose fix shins work (at high frequencies). Reason for noise reduction, the pad ceases to vibrate.
- Screwdriver inserted at pad abutment stops noise. Reason is because pad is prevented from vibrating.
- A high disc/pad interface coefficient of friction is more likely to cause noise. Reason, it will increase the basic offset and increase the range of reaction force movement along the pad.
- As pad wears there is less propensity to generate noise [4]. Reason, the equation $\delta = \mu t \pm a \mu_2$ indicates that offset “$\delta$” reduces at the pad wears.

The pad vibration induces an in-plane motion of the disc which can be related to the modes of vibration of the disc. Structural integrity of the abutment fingers may reduce the in-plane vibration but the periodic oscillatory reaction force will still be present.

### 5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

A noisy brake will have a disc that will exhibit a diametrical mode of vibration and be accompanied by a vibrating pad.

The pad abutment vibration will cause an oscillatory reaction force that will vary between limits about the centre of the pad. The limits are dependant on the pad length and thickness, the disc/pad interface friction coefficient and the pad abutment interface friction coefficient as follows:

$$\delta = \mu t \pm a \mu_2$$

The tendency is for the reaction force offset to be leading.

A high coefficient of friction will increase the basic offset and increase the range of reaction force movement along the pad. This will tend to allow the sprag angle to be more readily established. For this reason a lower disc/pad interface friction coefficient is preferable. A very high friction level may provide for a large leading offset and the associated abutment force may suppress pad vibration and reduce noise propensity. In such cases the braking will be harsh and result in light braking by the driver with a tendency to increase the propensity to generate noise.

The calliper mounting geometry, and indeed the calliper mounting plane, may be a significant feature on allowing a sprag angle to be established. The distance “$h$” that needs to be avoided from the disc face to the mounting plane is given by the following equation. It is independent of the disc/pad interface friction coefficient:

$$h = t \pm a \mu_2$$

Having a low abutment interface coefficient of friction will tend to reduce noise propensity because the resulting offset will not allow a sprag angle to be established.

Structural integrity of the brake head is important but not at the expense of weight gain. It is required that pad vibration be avoided as this is considered to be the source of noise initiation and noise propensity.
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